Medically therapeutic with
sophisticated good looks
The unique Back Saver wallet is sleek and trim.
You’ll find it for sale in pro shops and upscale stores
as a high quality, high fashion wallet. TPK uses only
full grain leather in the Back Saver Wallet—the finest
leather available. In addition to its durability, full
grain leather retains its natural markings and
develops an elegant burnish with use.

Back Saver Wallet™
and Fine Leather Goods
All TPK products are cut from the highest grades of
leather; full grain and top grain. Superior durability and
good looks ensures years and years of continual use.
• Checkbook Wallet Plus for checkbook, register,
business cards, credit cards, and pen.

Back Saver Wallet™
Help Prevent and Eliminate
Back and Neck Pain!

• Folds flat when full
• 60% thinner than regular wallets
• Gold plated clip securely holds bills
• Four leather slots hold up to 24 cards
• Carried comfortably in front pocket
• Full grain leather—the finest grade
leather available

Four slots on the
Back Saver Wallet help
organize credit cards,
licenses, and business cards.
Bills and receipts are held in place
with an interior gold-plated clip.

The ®TPK Back Saver Wallet™ is
recommended by the Congress
of Chiropractic State Associations
to help eliminate billfold sciatica.

US PATENTS
D436,252 and 6,435,236

• Card Holder for business cards and photographs.

Toll free: 1.800.433.4653
Phone: 952.442.5022
Fax: 952.442.4525
E-mail: sales@tpkleather.com

For product details and to see
our other fine products:
www.backsaverwallet.com

Stop Sitting on the Problem!

316 Industrial Blvd.
Waconia, MN 55387

Wallet Sciatica is a medical diagnosis recognized
by the Centers for Disease Control
The ®TPK Back Saver Wallet™ is
recommended by the Congress
of Chiropractic State Associations
to help eliminate billfold sciatica.

No More Bulk!

Smaller than a wallet. More than a money clip. The
Back Saver Wallet holds all your bills, up to 24 cards
and still folds flat and thin. This allows you to carry it
in your front pocket in comfort and style. It also fits
neatly in a shirt or jacket pocket.

No More
Back and Neck Pain!
Muscle Stress Measurements
in Back and Neck
UNBALANCED BODY
With wallet in right rear pocket

Each Wallet is Holding
18 Cards and 18 Bills

Muscle Balance for
Better Blood Circulation!
Muscle balance is a critical factor in overall health and
well-being. When stress is placed upon your body and
is left untreated, the result can be a long-term health
problem. Sitting on a bulky wallet is a preventable
cause of painful sciatica. A wallet acts like a wedge,
raising one side of the pelvis, and the spine is forced to
compensate for the resulting pelvic imbalance. This
often irritates the sciatic nerve, causing problems that
can run the length of the nerve from the lower back,
through the buttocks and down the legs.
Pressure measurement with
wallet in right back pocket.

Pressure PSI

Values expressed in microvolts ( uV)

Standard Wallet

BALANCED BODY
No wallet in pocket

Left pocket
with no wallet

Right pocket
with a wallet

Back Saver Wallet™
Folds Thin and Flat

Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT) can be caused by sitting on
a wallet. DVT causes 200,000 deaths annually in the USA.

US Pat.# D436,252 and 6,435,236

“ This is the best full-size wallet for preventing back, hip
and leg problems. Bar none. Bulky wallets can create
misalignment of the lower back and hips, and can even
result in compression of the sciatic nerves supplying the
legs. The Back Saver Wallet eliminates these problems
because it fits comfortably in your front pocket.”
Leading Chiropractic Orthopedist

Chiropractors tell their patients to remove their
wallet when sitting, or not to carry a wallet in their
back pocket at all.

What is deep vein thrombosis?
Deep vein thrombosis (DVT) is a blood clot (thrombus) in
a deep vein, usually in the legs. These clots are dangerous
because they can break loose and then travel through the
bloodstream to the lungs, causing a pulmonary embolism.
A pulmonary embolism is often life-threatening. DVT can
also cause long-lasting problems. DVT may damage the
vein and cause the leg to ache, swell, and change color.
It can also cause leg sores.

